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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAR21 1305 2 1310 1291 1303 MAR21 122,85 -1,15 124,70 122,05 124,00

MAY21 1317 4 1319 1300 1313 MAY21 124,95 -1,15 126,80 124,20 126,10

JUL21 1330 4 1335 1316 1326 JUL21 126,90 -1,10 128,70 126,15 128,00

SEP21 1345 3 1349 1331 1342 SEP21 128,85 -1,00 130,45 127,95 129,85

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1315, 1275-1265
Resistances: 1335, 1350, 1375, 1400, 1435 & 1480

New York ICE:

Supports: 124,25-125,00, 118,50 & 116,00
Resistances: 129,00, 136,50 & 143,50-148,25
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VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

Production may drop to 53.6 million bags from 68.8 million in 2020-21 as trees, recovering from the previous bumper harvest, faced adverse weather in the

second half of 2020, Prata Pereira, a trading company in Varginha in the South of Minas Gerais, said in a report. Arabica-coffee output may plunge 36% to 32.4
million bags. The off-cycle crop faced a lack of rain in the second half of the year in south of Minas Gerais, Cerrado and Mogiana. Contrary, Robusta-coffee

production may rise to 21.2 million bags from 18.5 million the previous year. Robusta trees benefited from less stress after a smaller crop last year, more regular
rain and widespread irrigation.

Shipments of Conilon from Brazil are running at a record pace and helping to support the increasing certified stockpile, the 2020/21 Conilon crop is estimated to
have totaled around 20M bags, with approximately 23% of that volume shipped over the past two seasons. That would suggest approximately 4.6M bags will be

shipped based off this average.

An atmospheric blocking keeps actually the cold rainy fronts away from the coffee areas. Between northern Parana and Alta Paulista, showers are expected to
accumulate above 50mm in the next seven days. In Mogiana, Minas Gerais, Espírito Santo and southern Bahia, it will rain less than 20mm. In addition to light
rain, the temperature will remain higher than normal with deviations of up to 6°C. The soil moisture gradually decreases in the coming days, but the amount of

water is still at a reasonable level for development in southern Minas Gerais, Cerrado and Mogiana. On the other hand, soil moisture is low in Zona da Mata,
Espírito Santo and southern Bahia.

Finance Minister and almost the whole economic team are openly defending the massive vaccination of the population as the unique way to make economy
expanding this year. Currency remains weak with dollar exchange rate working during the whole week between BR$5.31 and BR$5.53.

Domestic prices in Vietnam have traded between 31,500 and 32,000 dong/kg ($1,365/t and $1,387/t) for the last ten days, reflecting of the narrow range of

prices on subdued trade due to reluctant farmer selling in recent weeks. Prices there remain below $1,400/t which is where farmers typically see a breakeven
point. With the Lunar New Year and Tet holiday quickly approaching revenue will be needed for the holiday break, which is likely to have prompted an increased

level of selling despite than lower than desired prices.

A lack of containers and insufficient allocation of bookings continue to weigh on coffee export business, delaying shipments and adding more costs to all related

parties.

Harvesting of Arabica in high-land Da Lat is about to be completed while Robusta is considered almost fully collected in all key growing regions. Drying of coffee
beans remained an issue with the continuous lack of sunshine with lower temperature during the harvest that has negatively impacted quality of coffee beans,

with as much as 30-40% of pre-shipment samples failed on first approval tests.

As per Vietnam Customs, coffee exports for the first half of January 2021 are modestly seen at 52,314 tons, dropped hugely by 45.8% from the first half of

January 2020. The country officially exported 145,688 tons during full January on last crop.

At the same time, Vietnam coffee exports for January are seen at 120,000 tonnes, down 17.6% y/y according to the General Statistics Office. December
shipments were seen at 139,000 tonnes.

Honduras - Showers in many of the coffee regions have slowed down harvest and selling activities as producers are not selling their coffees to the mills

resulting in everything moving quite slowly.

India - New crop harvest is in full swing in most parts. Dry weather helping harvesting and drying process. New crop arrivals in the local market slowly catching

pace. Due weather conditions in the past weeks, farmers are expected to produce more Robusta parchments this season as it requires shorter drying period.

Ethiopia - Recent published export figures show volumes to be down by almost 40% year on year. In the six months up to January 2021 only 92,000 tons
(US$306 million) had been exported, relative to 150,000 tons (US$407.5 million) in the same period the previous year. Demand has picked up for washed spot
coffees in response to expected delays coming out of origin for new crop shipments due to vessel cancellations and longer transit times across all shipping lines.

Uganda - Rains in the Mt. Elgon region have been steady, but the crop is coming to an end and harvested volumes reducing. The flow of cherries will continue

until the end of January. Early flowering seen in the lower altitude regions for next year´s crop. In the Rwenzori’s coffee area the rain has been much more
regular. The fly crop is expected to be good in the Southern region and will start in early February. Ugandan coffee exports totaled 422,922 bags last month,

with a total of 375,209 bags of Robusta shipped and 47,713 bags of Arabica shipped, bringing the cumulative pace of exports to 1.28 million bags so far in the
2020/21 season, ahead of last year’s pace by 11.7%. Increase in exports being attributed to favorable weather and fruition of newly planted trees.

Starbucks slumped in late trading on past Tuesday after reporting a sales decline that was deeper than expected and the departure of Chief Operating Officer

Roz Brewer. Global same-store sales, a key gauge of restaurant success, fell 5% in the fiscal first quarter. That’s worse than the initially estimated decline of
4.2%. A 5% drop in the U.S. was just ahead of estimates, while a 5% gain in China beat expectations. The results show the company is facing an uneven road

back following the deep impact of the global pandemic. Despite the continued weakness in many markets, strength in China and overall same-store sales that
are better than the previous quarter suggest it’s past the worst. Starbucks said drive-thru orders made up more than half of U.S. net sales in the first quarter, up
10% from pre-pandemic trends. Starbucks informed that is trying to capitalize on that shift, with plans to open drive-thru only locations and speed service at

drive-thru windows.

Global food giant Nestlé unveiled broad sustainability ambitions for its supply chain, including “100% responsibly sourced” coffee. Nestlé Head of Beverages
Strategic Business Units Philipp Navratil said the company plans to double its sustainable purchasing and development investment over the coming decade.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to increase by 1,433 bags yesterday, to register these stocks at
1,618,809 bags, with 94.8% of these certified stocks being held in Europe and the remaining 5.2% being held in the USA.

The Certified Robusta coffee stocks held against the London exchange have been reported to increase by 10,833 bags over the weeks of trade leading up to

Monday 25th. January, to see these stocks registered at 2,375,333 bags.
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last high low

1,21339 1,2156 1,20945

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

The EURUSD starts the European session today trading at 1.2100.

The price of Brent oil falls to 55.4 dollars a barrel. Concerns continue about the impact that the delay in the delivery of vaccines and the new global restrictions

may have on the recovery of demand for crude oil. Gold remains around $ 1,850 per ounce.

Euro-zone January industrial sentiment recovered slightly to -5.9 from -6.8 previously while there was a limited weakening within the services sector. German

consumer prices increased 0.8% for January with the year-on-year rate at 1.0% from -0.3% with the rate pushed significantly higher by the ending of a
temporary VAT cut.
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